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With the accumulating evidence of changing disturbance regimes becoming increasingly
obvious, there is potential for disturbance ecology to become the most valuable lens
through which climate-related disturbance events are interpreted. In this paper, I revisit
some of the central themes of disturbance ecology and argue that the knowledge
established in the field of disturbance ecology continues to be relevant to ecosystem
management, even with rapid changes to disturbance regimes and changing disturbance
types in local ecosystems. Disturbance ecology has been tremendously successful
over the past several decades at elucidating the interactions between disturbances,
biodiversity, and ecosystems, and this knowledge can be leveraged in different contexts.
Primarily, management in changing and uncertain conditions should be focused primarily
on the long-term persistence of that native biodiversity that has evolved within the local
disturbance regime and is likely to go extinct with rapid changes to disturbance intensity,
frequency, and type. Where possible, conserving aspects of natural disturbance regimes
will be vital to preserving functioning ecosystems and to that native biodiversity that
requires disturbance for its continued existence, though these situations may become
more limited over time. Finally, scientists must actively propose management policies that
incorporate knowledge of disturbance ecology. Successful policies regarding changing
disturbance regimes for biodiversity will not merely be reactive, and will recognize
that for natural ecosystems as for human society, not all desired outcomes are
simultaneously possible.
Keywords: anthropogenic change, disturbance ecology, disturbance regimes, landscape ecology, natural
disturbances, wildfire

INTRODUCTION
Monica Turner’s article “Disturbance and Landscape Dynamics in a Changing World” (2010)
summarized the importance of disturbance ecology and discussed how the field is poised to lead
the way to new insights in ecology during the coming period of global change. Because disturbance
ecology directly studies disturbance events, landscape dynamics, and processes that both influence
and respond to environmental heterogeneity, it is ideally suited to say how these relationships and
events might change with climate forcing and other aspects of environmental change. Looking
toward this decidedly different future, Turner wrote that “disturbance regimes will likely move
into uncharted territory” with unknown consequences and possible surprises, but points out that
“[d]isturbances will continue to provide valuable opportunities for gaining insights about pattern–
process interactions.” We have arrived in that uncharted territory in under a decade since the
writing of that article, and the framework, challenges, and research priorities that Turner laid out
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WHAT IS DISTURBANCE, AND WHAT ARE
DISTURBANCE REGIMES?

in 2010 are now even more relevant. The potential is high
for disturbance ecology to become the most valuable lens
through which climate-related disturbance events are seen
and understood.
The accumulating evidence of changing disturbance
regimes is becoming increasingly obvious, with large shifts
in characteristics of individual disturbances and disturbance
regimes (Webster et al., 2005; Johnstone et al., 2016; Sommerfeld
et al., 2018), and more changes predicted for the future (Meehl
and Tebaldi, 2004; Moritz et al., 2012; Allen et al., 2015).
Hurricanes are not necessarily changing in number, but there
has been an increase in the number of intense hurricanes in
the past 40 years (based on wind speed and storm surges), and
hurricanes produce more rainfall overall (Webster et al., 2005;
IPCC, 2014; Emanuel, 2018). Wildfire has been changing and
will continue to change in a variety of ways due to climate
change and land-use practices, including increases in burned
area and fire intensity in many regions (Flannigan et al., 2013),
and increases in fire frequency (e.g., Pausas and Vallejo, 1999;
Syphard et al., 2009) and locations of fires in other regions
(Balch et al., 2017). Interactions between drought and fire may
increase fire activity generally (Littell et al., 2009) but lead
to decreases in fire frequency where terrestrial systems are
becoming too arid to support vegetation (Moritz et al., 2012;
McKenzie and Littell, 2017). Interactions between drought and
high temperatures are leading to greatly increased tree mortality
globally (Allen et al., 2015; Matusick et al., 2018). All these
changes in disturbance regimes are occurring concurrently with
anthropogenic alternations of the global ecosystem such as
global rises in temperatures, increased mass pollution events,
defaunation of ecosystems, increases in wildland conversion for
human use, and intensification of use of converted lands. We
expect some if not all of these trends to continue. It is also likely
that new disturbance regimes will arise, including the possibility
of new types of disturbances that involve plastics, toxins, and
agricultural chemicals. Disturbance regimes will interact with
one another in entirely new ways and in new places, including
in oceans and other water bodies, where our understanding of
disturbance regimes and anthropogenic impacts is poor (Bowler
et al., 2018). As we continue to study and monitor disturbance
regimes, we may also identify new interactions among them.
This Perspective is meant to revisit some of the central
themes of disturbance ecology and discuss pressing challenges
facing scientists, including their role in how disturbances
are interpreted for policy and management. Specifically, I
argue here that (a) pre- and post-disturbance management
of ecosystems should be focused primarily on the long-term
persistence of native biodiversity that has evolved within
the local disturbance regime (hereafter “native biodiversity”);
(b) where possible, conserving aspects of natural disturbance
regimes is vital to preserving functioning ecosystems and
native biodiversity; and (c) scientists not only will face
the usual challenges of advocating science-based policy with
government and civil society actors but also must actively
propose management policies that incorporate knowledge of
disturbance ecology.
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Disturbance is a useful term, and it is used both within and
outside of ecology colloquially to mean an event that causes
a departure from a normal or desired state, or an unwanted
source of stochasticity in an otherwise controlled experiment or
system. But within the field of disturbance ecology, the term
disturbance refers to something more scientifically tractable and
less normative. A useful and widely accepted definition of a
disturbance (also used here) is “any event that is relatively
discrete” in time and space “that disrupts the structure of an
ecosystem, community, or population, and changes resource
availability or the physical environment” (White and Pickett,
1985). Natural disturbances cause mortality of some of—but not
all of— the biological organisms making up the communities
in an ecosystem, or the larger metacommunity. Furthermore,
the term natural disturbance is often used to mean something
more specific than a disturbance event that is natural in origin
(as the name would imply), and is instead used to refer to a
disturbance event that is part of a historical disturbance regime.
There are many aspects of disturbance regimes that allow them to
be characterized and compared to one another, but those that are
generally recognized as most important are their type, expected
size, season, return interval, severity (or degree of mortality), and
interactions with other disturbance regimes (White and Pickett,
1985; Turner and Dale, 1998; Turner, 2010). These characteristics
encompass not only the average conditions for each of these
measures but also their historical range of variability (HRV), or
natural variability. Climate change may differentially affect the
mean, range, and variability of disturbance conditions.
Given that the field of disturbance ecology was developed
within the Anthropocene era (Waters et al., 2016)—an era that
is itself demarcated from the previous era by rapid change
of the environment and departure from the previous era of
relative climate stability—it may seem surprising to talk about
natural disturbances and disturbance regimes as somewhat fixed
characteristics of ecosystems. But by using the above definitions
of natural disturbances and disturbance regimes, we have been
able to create benchmarks for comparing past, current, and
future disturbance regimes to each other and to reference
conditions defined as prior to the proposed beginning date of the
Anthropocene (Landres et al., 1999). This gains us two elements
of anchoring stability into the disturbance ecology framework.
First, we are able to make use of the historical records available
through more classic sources, including fire records, tree-ring
data, and paleoecological evidence (including lake cores and
pollen records), as well as indigenous knowledge of the natural
history of species. This allows historical comparisons but also
provides context for current and future management (Morgan
et al., 1994; Keane et al., 2009). Second, this formulation of
natural disturbances also allows the integration of one of the
more underappreciated aspects of disturbance regimes, which is
that they impose selective pressures of the organisms that live
within them and therefore influence adaptation and evolutionary
trajectories of taxa (see, for example, Schwilk and Ackerly,
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and Keeton, 2008), “has two potential benefits that traditional
silvicultural practices often lack: variability and adaptation to
current conditions.” That said, evaluating the outcomes of
managing in emulation of the natural disturbance regime can be
difficult (Franklin, 1993; Lindenmayer et al., 2008), and it may not
be possible to do so beyond certain thresholds and tipping points
(Lindenmayer et al., 2008). Successful applications of these ideas
are taking hold in a few places, including disturbance regimes of
fire, wind, and insects in the boreal forest of Canada (Kneeshaw
et al., 2008; Grandpré et al., 2018), and prescribed fire substituting
for wildfire in the southeastern pine forests of the United States
(for example Glitzenstein et al., 1995) and in the management of
wildfire in Sierra mixed conifer forests in North America (see, for
example, Collins and Stephens, 2007).
It is also important to recognize that there are undesirable
outcomes in ecosystems where well-intentioned managers have
taken actions that are based on outdated assumptions and
are contrary to what the “best available science” says about
the natural disturbance regime. These challenges are present
in current conditions and will be more contentious in future
climate conditions, where there are multiple, simultaneous goals
in place for humans and biodiversity. For example, burning
and clearing of California chaparral is still widely done by
state and federal land management agencies with the ostensible
purpose of lowering wildfire risk, which degrades the ecosystem,
simultaneously lowering biodiversity and increasing the fire risk
it is meant to contain (Keeley, 2002, 2006; Newman et al., 2018a).
Likewise, salvage harvesting in post-wildfire or post-hurricane
forested ecosystems may be intended to reduce further risks.
However, such “activities undermine many of the ecosystem
benefits of major disturbances” by removing biomass and critical
habitat and by altering the disturbance legacy of a site, thereby
changing long-term biotic and abiotic conditions, which can in
turn lead to more severe mortality of organisms in subsequent
disturbances (Lindenmayer et al., 2004). The degradation of
conditions for the persistence of biodiversity by altering pre- and
post-disturbance landscapes will inevitably lead to endangerment
of additional species and ecosystems (Noss et al., 2006).
Because the effects of changing disturbance regimes under
global change are different in different regions, appropriate
management responses will vary from region to region and
even within an ecosystem. Now and in future conditions, no
single national-level policy for managers can be considered
appropriate. Even currently, where appropriate science is
available, management plans are often misapplied or applied
too broadly. Commenting on undesirable effects of management
plans in the USA, Stephens (Stephens, 2005) offers that “. . .
existing federal fire policies frequently do not differentiate
between geographical areas or forest types, [and forest type]
. . . is one of the most significant and most misunderstood
elements of the decision about where to implement specific
fire management policies.” Devising an overall management
framework that respects historical disturbance regimes and
that applies equally well-everywhere is probably not possible.
However, as disturbance regimes change, a few guidelines may
help with the logic behind creating management plans in an
uncertain future: (1) Managing for biodiversity over the life
cycle of the longest-lived (and longest-time-to-reproduction)

2001). Such information can be used for planning conservation
of individual species and entire ecosystems (Attiwill, 1994;
Hessburg et al., 2004; Mori, 2011) and can also be used in
forecasting vegetation under future climate change scenarios.
Third, with the idea that there is a useable reference period for
the HRV of disturbance regimes, we can distinguish somewhat
normal patterns from “large, infrequent disturbances” that fall
outside of two standard deviations for size, intensity, or other
metrics of the historical disturbance regime (Romme et al.,
1998; Turner and Dale, 1998) and have disproportionate effects
on society.
We have also come to understand disturbance regimes as
emergent behaviors of complex systems (Falk et al., 2007;
McKenzie and Kennedy, 2011; Newman et al., in review).
From the perspective of complexity science, it becomes obvious
that we can neither perfectly predict future disturbance events
nor control their outcomes. Disturbance regimes may not be
drastically altered except through total conversion of ecosystems
or through crossing major thresholds in biotic and abiotic
conditions. Disturbance regimes may be a kind of what
complexity scientists call a “strange attractor,” that is, a state
toward which complex systems will evolve, regardless of initial
conditions. Concretely, this means that complex systems such as
ecosystems cannot be managed toward single goals far outside
of the current state. This idea has been raised for ecosystems
previously (Scheffer and Carpenter, 2003) but has not, to my
knowledge, been applied to disturbance regimes. Because the
earth-climate system has not yet equilibrated to anthropogenic
changes, we should not look at current conditions as a new
normal, but instead try to map the trajectory of developing and
changing disturbance regimes (Scheffer and Carpenter, 2003;
Hastings and Wysham, 2010).

CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES: MANAGING BIODIVERSITY
OVER THE DISTURBANCE CYCLE
In certain climate-altered disturbance regimes (such as wildfire
in the western United States), the idea that certain ecosystems
have already passed a point of no return has led to discussions
of abandoning large-scale attempts to actively manage natural
ecosystems for native biodiversity or human well-being. Instead,
exclusively focusing on adapting human societies to the altered
disturbance regimes (Adger et al., 2005; Schoennagel et al., 2017)
would likely improve outcomes for human lives, communities,
and property. However, where and when possible, conserving
historical disturbance regimes will be vital to conserving native
biodiversity and functioning ecosystems that have evolved with
those conditions (Franklin, 1993; Attiwill, 1994; Mori, 2011),
and might still be used in certain situations to avoid native
biodiversity loss. These “whereas and whens” may be the minority
of ecosystem situations and may only be tractable in cases of lowintensity wildfires and some areas where flooding can be avoided.
If treated like an “umbrella species”, conserving disturbance
regimes as an overarching goal could satisfy many conservation
goals simultaneously (Perera et al., 2007). The disturbance-based
management approach, as observed by North and Keeton (North
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org
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making the wildfire problem worse. Firefighting in the US is
a multibillion-dollar industry, and attempting to create a more
ecologically sound practice within it will be challenging (Hudson,
2011). As technology advances, we may face more of these “easy
solutions” and profit-driven incentives in response to complex
problems. Given what we know about plant functional traits
and disturbance ecology, trees modified to be resistant to insect
attacks or store greater quantities of carbon would likely be truly
catastrophic in wildfire situations (and have other unintended
effects on disturbance regimes). The unintended consequences
of widespread use of such plants—modified specifically to alter
traits that have ecosystem-level consequences, whether through
conventional breeding or newer transgenic technologies—may
further endanger ecosystems in ways that disturbance ecologists
have the knowledge and skills to predict.
The knowledge and perspectives of disturbance ecology are
vital to address challenges posed to human well-being and
biodiversity by changing disturbance regimes. For well-being,
in many cases, the best outcomes will involve the adaptation
of human societies to disturbance regimes (Schoennagel et al.,
2017) and will require both short- and long-term planning ahead
of disturbances, with the recognition that not all outcomes are
simultaneously possible and not all values can be protected
(Gill et al., 2013). Policy regarding wild ecosystems in changing
disturbance regimes should include ahead-of-event planning
and protection of human values but equally incorporate the
protection of biodiversity that has evolved in natural disturbance
regimes. Successful policies regarding changing disturbance
regimes for biodiversity will not merely be reactive and will
recognize that for natural ecosystems as for human society, not
all desired outcomes are simultaneously possible. Disturbance
ecology as a field has been tremendously successful over the
past several decades at revealing how disturbance regimes and
events affect biodiversity and ecosystems, knowledge of which is
essential to any attempt to protect human lives, property, and
biodiversity in the face of changing disturbance regimes. It is
incumbent on disturbance ecologists to articulate this knowledge
to societies and governments at large. This includes actively
proposing management and policies at local, regional, and federal
levels and responding to proposed management and policies that
lack disturbance ecology perspectives.

organisms may make sense as a “clock” for management in
many cases. (2) Treatments that worked historically to achieve
certain goals may have new, unintended consequences. (3)
Ecosystems that did not evolve with disturbance regimes or
particular disturbance types should be prioritized for protection
from novel disturbances and anthropogenic change (such as
karst ecosystems, e.g., Harding and Ford, 1993; Tuyet, 2001;
Urich, 2002; and the interaction of wet montane and tropical
cloud forests with wildfire, e.g., Newman et al., 2018b). (4)
Some ecosystems with historical disturbance regimes (such as
Mediterranean-type shrublands) may be sensitive to additional
induced disturbances. (5) Ecosystems naturally have variability
and patchiness, so making artificial disturbances conform to
uniform treatments and regular schedules may become a form
of “farming” and must be avoided (this applies to management
implemented through the use of modern technology applied at
large scales, such as aerially deployed ignitions or mastication
for fire management, but excludes human–natural systems
such as savannah maintenance by prescribed fire). (6) Habitat
removal as a management strategy (as sometimes applied to
shrublands) must also be avoided because of its harmful effects
on biodiversity.

FRAMING THE POLICY CONVERSATION
AROUND DISTURBANCE ECOLOGY
Management and policy are two aspects of how society choses
to interact with disturbance regimes. Changing disturbance
regimes have led to large-scale, after-the-fact policy responses
and emergency relief efforts, which do not necessarily address the
underlying problem of changing disturbance regimes. In some
cases, responses may lead to no change in, or worsening of,
the underlying problem, as when relief efforts lead to housing
being rebuilt on hurricane floodplains or in zones of known
high wildfire activity. This implies that we are in what social
scientists call a “wicked problem” (Hammer et al., 2009), which
“refer[s] to that class of social system problems which are illformulated, where the information is confusing, where there
are many clients and decision makers with conflicting values,
and where the ramifications in the whole system are thoroughly
confusing” (Churchman, 1967). These types of problems are open
to exploitation by “easy-fix” suggestions that arise primarily out
of industry profit motive or political self-aggrandizement and are
not ecologically sound.
It is imperative that disturbance ecologists critically evaluate
such profit-driven “solutions.” The need for during- and afterdisturbance relief efforts raises immediate demands, and without
large-scale and long-term planning, these demands are likely to
dominate the conversation of what to do about communities
currently vulnerable to changing disturbance regimes. Relief
efforts that do not address adaptation will make the wicked
problem of changing disturbance regimes even more intractable.
For example, the term “fire-industrial complex” has been coined
by Timothy Ingalsbee (Lueck, 2012) to draw attention to the
fire suppression and logging efforts (as distinct from ecologically
motivated thinning treatments) that were incentivized by US
government agencies and the US timber industry, ultimately
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